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Manage Beacon Groups

With Solo, Beacons can be used to 
improve the accuracy of location tracking 
inside buildings, as well as to deliver 
proximity-based alerts and messages to 
Solo App Users. 

Beacon Groups provide an optional 
method of logically grouping Beacons 
together, providing an easy way to 
categorise your Beacons as well as the 
ability to send a common message to 
Solo App Users within range of any 
Beacon in a particular group.

Introduction
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To create a Beacon Group, begin in the 
Beacons Register which can be found in 
the Setup area.

Beacons Register
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The Beacons Register is divided into two 
tabs. 

The All Beacons tab shows the details of 
all Beacons that have already been 
added to Solo, and the groups that they 
belong to, if any. 

Note that a Beacon can belong to any 
number of Beacon Groups. Help with 
adding Beacons can be found in the 
Support Portal.

Beacons Register: All Beacons
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The Beacon Groups tab switches this 
view to show the Groups themselves, the 
number of Beacons within, and any 
associated messaging.

To create a new Beacon Group, click the 
Create Beacon Group button.

Beacons Register: Beacon Groups
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To begin, give the Beacon Group a name.

Next, if you’d like to add existing Beacons 
to the group, select them in the All 
Beacons table by searching or browsing 
the table and making individual 
selections, or select all currently-
displayed Beacons by ticking the 
checkbox at the top of the table. 

Once your selections are made, click the 
right-facing chevron to add them into the 
Beacon Group. 

Add Beacon Group
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If you’d like Solo Users within range of 
any Beacons in this group to receive a 
message, enter the subject and message 
body here. 

Note: It’s recommended that the subject 
be kept to 25 characters or less so that it 
displays correctly on all devices.

Finally, select the amount of minutes that 
must pass before this message will 
present itself again to a User who leaves 
the group’s range and then later returns. 
A longer value will reduce the likelihood 
of a User receiving the same message 
multiple times within the same day.

Add Beacon Group cont.
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Once all details are entered, click save to 
return to the Beacons Group tab, where 
the new Beacon Group is displayed.

Save Beacon Group
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To make changes to an existing group, 
click the corresponding Edit button and 
make the required changes before 
clicking Update. 

Edit Beacon Group
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To delete a group, first remove all 
Beacons from the group while in Edit 
mode by selecting all and clicking the 
left-facing chevron. 

Then, click the Delete button.

Delete Beacon Group




